To the Editor,

Nordstrom and colleagues essentially reiterate but in no way refute the biases to which we refer. Our point about potential benefits and mortality risk reduction is that if there are very low mortality rates, it is difficult for any study or any agent to demonstrate a mortality benefit. Their comment that the mortality rate was low for hip fracture patients receiving placebo emphasizes this point. The entire rationale for meta-analyses is that these represent a way of combining data from different studies to get a more precise estimate of true effects, which the meta-analysis demonstrates.

Nordstrom and colleagues then suggest that reductions in fracture incidence from 27% to 43% are similar. These 27% to 43% risk reductions represent a 60% range in fracture risk reduction, which we do not consider to be similar. In any case, this also makes the point that different studies in different populations result in different outcomes, including benefits. In this context, anyone who has recruited subjects for randomized controlled trials knows that people entering the study are a small subset of the total community of individuals to whom the outcomes may be extrapolated.

With regard to the input from observational studies, some are indeed limited by potential biases as we addressed. However, we argue that some observational study analyses, such as the one we performed on the Glasgow fracture liaison service outcomes, can largely reduce these biases. In some cohort studies, some biases such as selection by indication may be relevant. However, in the Glasgow analysis, only those who attended the fracture liaison service were included and recommended treatment (bisphosphonate or calcium and vitamin D alone) were examined (equivalent to intention-to-treat). Thus, any suggestion of healthy user bias is irrelevant.

Denying a potentially beneficial outcome is just as bad as ignoring a potentially adverse outcome. This is not about failure of the primary outcomes in pivotal study but rather about ignoring the potential secondary benefits. We suggest that if the zoledronic acid post-hip fracture study had not shown the 28% benefit in mortality but rather even a 1% adverse mortality outcome, zoledronic acid would have been withdrawn. As an example of the reality of this imbalance, the development of a novel cathepsin K inhibitor, odanacatib, was abandoned after it had completed its pivotal randomized controlled trial (RCT) studies with clear fracture risk reduction comparable to other antiresorptive agents. This decision was based on an unexplained and unexpected risk of death from stroke. Importantly, there was no overall higher stroke risk, nor was there any overall increased death risk. More recently, the FDA approval of romosozumab carried with it the cardiovascular risk warning. If, as the FDA announcement acknowledges, the cohort data are correct, it is most likely true not that romosozumab carries any cardiovascular risk but rather that it does not carry the benefit of alendronate.

Nordstrom and colleagues ultimately suggest that one has to be safe in assessing outcomes but then assume that an adverse outcome must be treated as likely true whereas a beneficial outcome must be treated as likely untrue. Our argument is that such a position, even when argued from an ethical (or even legalistic) viewpoint, is scientifically and statistically invalid. We consider that this is scientifically inappropriate, even though it is certainly true that the potential mortality benefit of osteoporosis treatment is ignored in guidelines. Just as some adverse events are identified not from the pivotal RCTs but from observational studies, unexpected benefits, particularly for mortality, should not be ignored in the extensive observational studies that consistently show this same important benefit.
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